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Chapter 1 

Even as the K T Woo raced away from the planet named Worstworld... 

 

…those aboard (who didn't have anything better to do) looked back as the doomed 

world dwindled with distance... 

 



...and contented themselves with the belief that they were very clever bleeders indeed. 

And lucky too. For certain adventure lay ahead of the vast interstellar craft. Serendipity 

Mollusc felt cleverer and luckier than most... 

 

This was because she was a bridge officer, and therefore jolly important. In fact she felt 

almost smug. And Hakking Chestikov and Captain Sinclair Brooch were feeling smug 

too... 

 

"You know, I think I might be feeling smugger than just about anyone aboard." 

Hakking informed the Captain. 



"Except me." Sinclair responded. "Since I'm the captain, I'm duty bound to be the 

smugger bugger of we two intensely smug earplugs." 

"Of that I'm certain." Hakking smiled…er…smugly. 

And they remained smug and full of their own importance for several days as their 

vessel swept majestically through the cosmos… 

 

 Then one day a highly luminescent space anomaly appeared ahead of the K T Woo... 

 



"Cripes - what's that?" Off-duty crew members cried out when they looked out of the 

panoramic window... 

 

To Sinclair it seemed that the space anomaly was barring the K T Woo's way; so he 

ordered the ship to a dead stop... 

 

"What do you think, Hak buddy?" He asked his executive officer. 

But before the former curator of the Museum of Future Technology could author a 

reply, Poxy Pilkington, announced that the space apparition was communicating with 

her.... 



 

She told the captain that she had been warned that any further intrusion into Spladlid 

space would not be tolerated; and that if the space anomaly was ignored, certain doom 

would befall Worstworld's first (and only) space ship. Suddenly Captain Brooch's 

smugness deserted him, and he felt rather nauseous... 

 



His first command was about to fall at the first metaphorical hurdle. Hakking couldn't 

bear to watch as the huge earplug fell apart - at least psychologically. 

With her captain temporarily incapacitated with fear and indecision, Serendipity 

Mollusc did what any competent bridge officer would do: she launched a proton 

torpedo… 

 

"Full reverse!" She yelled at the helms-plug as she jabbed at the firing control and the 

rest of the bridge crew merely watched in awe... 

 

In the engine room the end cap engineers poured on the power... 



 

Seconds later a huge explosion lit up space to eternity and back... 

 

"Jolly good show, Mollusc." Sinclair said with relief evident in his every syllable. "Now 

we can go forward again." 



 

But no sooner had the ship regained its forward momentum, when a strange tear in 

space opened before them... 

 

"Holy carp!" Poxy exclaimed... 



 

..."it appears to be an alternative realm that's millions of kilometres wide and of 

immeasurable depth. It's almost as if…you know I do believe that it's a portion of 

space/time that co-exists with our own, but without being an actual part of it!" 

Everyone aboard were so transfixed with Poxy's summation of the situation that they 

forgot to hit the brakes; so within seconds, momentum had carried the K T Woo into 

the sub-realm, where they quickly encountered a planet… 

 



"Oh that's so romantic." Byron Whipsnaid said when he first saw it... 

 

Others felt much the same way; but they changed their minds in double-quick time 

when a scary face appeared at the panoramic window… 

 

Moments later the super-efficient Serendipity Mollusc became concerned when... 



 

...fellow bridge crew member Pigpen Shamir allowed his fear to get the better of him, 

and his uniform trousers filled with an evil gaseous stench as the apparition came 

closer... 

 

Now it was almost touching the outer hull of the ship. And following the discovery that 

the defensive screens failed to work in this vile alternative reality, everyone assumed 

that destruction was inevitable, and truly regretted entering Spladlid space. Captain 

Brooch was feeling decidedly glum... 



 

...whist Hakking searched his keypad for the proton torpedo launch button. But, despite 

his best efforts, the arsenal manifest read EMPTY! 

"Sorry, Sir." Lillie Whitewater spoke above the commotion... 

 

"We only loaded one proton torpedo. The others were left behind the bicycle shed in the 

marshalling yard by accident. Might I suggest that we make a run for it?" 

Sinclair grasped this concept like a drowning earplug grasps someone's nose. "Yes, 

yes." He bellowed. "Make us go!" 



In the engine room, Findlay Watersnaik and the end cap engineers were only too happy 

to oblige... 

 

The K T Woo leapt forward... 

 

But whatever the scary face apparition really was, it was able to match their speed, and 

followed them with apparent ease. The captain watched in the rear view screen as it 

pursued them across the heavens... 



 

"Perhaps we should go a bit faster." Lillie shouted above the din of the anti-neutrino 

drive. "It's just a suggestion..." 

 

It was an excellent idea, and to this end Sinclair despatched Hakking and John-Douglas 

Plectrum to the engine room where it was hoped they might help urge more speed from 

the labouring drive unit... 



 

But it was to no avail, and soon the apparition overhauled them. Quickly a red mist 

enveloped the ship... 

 

"What now?" Sinclair asked in a tremulous voice. "Haven't we been frightened 

enough?" 

His question was answered almost instantaneously. The red mist coalesced into a 

hideous ethereal form that seemed to exist in only two dimensions… 



 

Hakking tried to overcome his natural revulsion at the sight, and recall where he'd seen 

something like it before. "Oh cripes." He wailed. "It's the Supreme Being!" 

"The Supreme Being?" Sinclair inquired doubtfully. 

 

"What, you mean...like a God?" 

Hakking regained his composure. "Exactly." He replied. "Our Artificial Intelligence in 

the Museum of Future Technology often pretended to be him. He used to scare the ka-

ka out of people. In fact its shenanigans once resulted in the self-destruction of our best 

exhibit – namely Eyewash Station!" 



"Is there any defence against the Supreme Being?" Sinclair asked hopefully. 

"Yes, I'm certain of it." Hakking answered positively. But he ruined the uplifting effect 

of his words by adding: "But we only had one in our arsenal, and it's been used 

already!" 

Fortunately for everyone aboard, deep in the bowels of the ship, a low-ranking crew-

plug named Gusi Ghandar... 

 

...was clearing out the bruised and mouldering produce at the rear of the turnip closet. 

He was just running a mop around the floor when he noticed something that wasn't on 

his inventory. It was the kind of object that he would never have expected to find in a 

victuals store. Seconds after making his report to his supervisor, several crew members 

pushed him aside and took it away. A minute or two after that a ball of incandescent 

fury leapt from the proton torpedo tube.... 

 



Naturally, having been hit at point-blank range, the Supreme Being did this... 

 

He involuntarily smeared himself across several light years of interstellar vacuum; and 

the K T Woo was freed to flee at maximum velocity from the resulting cataclysm... 

 

Chapter 2 

A week was to pass before the K T Woo made its next encounter. This time it was a 

robotic interplanetary space freighter of unknown origin... 



 

As they watched the vessel upon the main viewer, Sinclair asked Hakking: "What do 

you think of that piece of out-dated space junk?"  

 

"It's an ugly sod – and make no mistake." Hakking replied. Then added, with a 

chuckle: "But not as ugly as I once was, of course." 

"Does anyone have the first idea about what it's doing here and where it came from?" 

Sinclair asked his bridge crew. 



 

"Sensors suggest that it's full of ice, Sir." Poxy Pilkington chirped up. "Millions and 

millions of ice cubes. The sort that you'd drop into a rum and cola, Sir. Or perhaps 

down the back of your girlfriend's knickers when it’s a hot summer’s day and you're a 

bit bored." 

"How strange." Sinclair said as he stroked his chin intelligently. "Why would anyone go 

to the unbelievably vast cost of transporting ice cubes across interplanetary space?" 

Elsewhere other members of the crew were asking the same question as they watched 

through the panoramic window as the vessel plodded along at sub-light speed... 

 



And those who, because of their lowly rank, had been reduced to peering through 

skanky little port holes... 

 

...didn't give a fig what it had aboard or where it was going: they just wanted to see it 

explode spectacularly. But even they were surprised when the freighter initiated a 

sudden course change… 

 

"Hey," Sinclair complained. "What gives, man?" 

"I know." Hakking suggested keenly. "Let's follow it. It might lead us to 

something...er...really interesting." 



Sinclair then displayed surprising insight... 

 

"You mean Ship Number Fifteen?" He replied. "The Earth ship that left Worstworld 

without you aboard it?" 

"I might do." Hakking said defensively - suddenly aware that the captain understood 

his motivation and the true reason for his creation of the project that culminated in the 

construction of the K T Woo. 

"Okay." Sinclair said as the freighter accelerated away in a blinding cascade of ion 

drive power... 

 



"Let's see where it leads us. Ahead full!" 

The ice cube-carrying space freighter wasn't particularly fast, and soon the crew grew 

bored with the uniformity of space… 

 

In fact many of them became depressed and began skipping their duties. Sometimes 

Captain Sinclair Brooch was astonished to find himself alone on the bridge... 

 

"Holy heck," his voice would echo around the empty room, "do I have to do everything 

myself?" 

And even in the engine room the lights were kept dimmed so that no one could see how 

properly cheesed-off everyone was becoming… 



 

Then one day - no one was quite sure what day it was, because they'd pretty much given 

up the will to breathe - a bright light appeared dead ahead... 

 

Some jaded crew members became trepidatious. But in the engine room the resilient 

former end cap space pirates brought the compartment back to full illumination... 

 



...because they had detected a world surrounded by huge rings of water vapour... 

 

Soon the freighter was racing across its sky - making an approach for some distant 

landing-place... 

 

After so long in space, the K T Woo’s bridge crew stood and stared at the view on the 

main screen... 



 

Somewhat surprisingly Sinclair was the first to regain his wits: "Quickly." He snapped 

at the helms-plug. "Follow that freighter!" 

So minutes later... 

 

...the K T Woo plunged into the watery world's atmosphere - levelling off at thirty-seven 

thousand feet... 



 

...and Sinclair and the others gazed in wonderment. But then Serendipity Mollusc's 

sensors detected an in-coming object… 

 

"Tactical!" The Captain boomed above the flurry of terrified farts that erupted from so 

many nervous crew members. A split second later Serendipity placed this image upon 

the main viewer... 



 

"Explain to me what I'm looking at." Sinclair instructed Serendipity. 

 

"Er, that's us flying over the sea." The subordinate replied. "We're headed for a sandy 

coastline." 

"It appears to be huge island." Hakking observed. "But where's this in-coming 

object?" 

As Serendipity adjusted the scope of her sensors she said: "Actually there are two 

objects approaching. Helms-plug: take evasive action!" 



 

"I don't like the look of this." Nancy Brooch said from her chair beside her husband... 

 

...as she watched two fighter jets, in an attempt to make an intercept of the alien craft, 

thrash their engines to within microns of self-destruction. 

"It might be a welcoming committee." Poxy Pilkington said hopefully... 



 

...but she didn't really believe what she was saying. 

"Oh, Sinclair dear," Nancy said above the red alert klaxon, "do you think they might 

be friendly after all?" 

The answer to her question came in the shape of two warships appearing upon the 

ocean’s surface, directly beneath the K T Woo... 

 



"Probably not." Sinclair said glumly. "It seems that people just don't like us." 

As the K T Woo initiated a series of violent evasive manoeuvres, those of the crew who 

were currently off-duty (and could hang on to their breakfasts) crowded around port-

holes to see what was going on... 

 

Upon the bridge Sinclair watched as one of the fighter jets took up (what looked scarily 

like) an attack posture… 

 

Much nervous out-gassing would have erupted had the crew been aware of what was 

happening on the gunnery deck of the approaching aircraft... 



 

...especially if they'd known that the experienced gunnery crew had rammed an 

active magazine in their advanced weapon's Active Magazine Aperture; then checked 

that the firing pin was nicely slotted into its niche.... 

 

And they would have squeaked like a bunch of schoolgirls if they'd seen the advanced 

weapon swivel around to aim directly at the K T Woo... 

 



Well actually one of them did notice it, especially when a red light began blinking on his 

security panel... 

 

"Er, I hate to be the bearer of bad news." Sikbag Shamir said in an embarrassingly 

high-pitched voice. 

But before Sikbag had a chance to elucidate further, this happened... 

 

And before anyone could begin to say: "Yeah? What's this bad news then?" this 

happened... 



 

The K T Woo streaked across the sky – it’s rear-end a ball of flame. As was Hakking's, 

as the terrified former curator used the bridge lavatory again... 

 

The K T Woo's desperate flight carried it to the night side of the predominantly water 

world, where a second island hove into view... 



 

As they approached in a slow, fiery descent, the crew spotted a sure sign of a 

technologically advanced civilisation: city lights and smog... 

 

"Recommendations?" Sinclair asked the bridge crew as they watched the island grow 

before their advance... 



 

"Attack them first." Nancy Brooch suggested. "Get that first telling punch in before 

they know they're in a fight. That's what my dear old nana told me when I was knee-

high to a Plugmutt." 

"We're fresh out of torpedoes." Serendipity reminded her. 

Then Poxy piped up... 

 



"I hope you don't mind, but I've extrapolated five likely crash points on the island." She 

said proudly. "Putting it on screen now." 

 

"That's no good." Hakking yelled above the Crimson Alert klaxon from where he was 

hogging the sole toilet selfishly. "We'll all be killed!" 

Meanwhile, down below, upon the island, the townsfolk could see the K T Woo race 

across the sky with an orb of fire following close behind... 

 

…where it lit up a nearby mountain range with its incandescent flame… 



 

"We have to extinguish this damned fire on our tail." Lillie said matter-of-factly... 

 

..."and the only way that I can think of doing that is by plunging the ship into deep 

water. Putting my recommendation on the tactical screen now!" 



 

Sinclair hadn't been the K T Woo’s captain for long, but he knew already who his star 

bridge crew members were. "Good idea, Whitewater." He said. "Head for that 

headland: if the water's not too deep we might be able to wade ashore." 

 

"Ah, excuse me, Captain." Sinclair's other star crew member, Serendipity Mollusc, 

interrupted... 



 

"That is a continental shelf with an extremely hide tide and wild surf: we won't be 

wading anywhere - unless it's through our own filth first." 

In the engine room the Chief Engineer reported that all hatches were battened down 

and bulkhead doors closed… 

 

This was just as well because the sea was rushing towards them as it twinkled 

delightfully in the moonlight... 



 

Then the ship was plunging beneath the waves... 

 

"It looks awfully damp out there." Nancy Brooch observed. "I hope we're not sinking 

at an uncontrollable rate." 

"Reports coming in of several leaks, Captain." Sikbag Shamir informed Sinclair... 



 

"Mostly in crew member's underpants. Oh, and we've settled on the sea bed. All fires 

extinguished. G'neerbots being sent outside to mend the damage, as we speak." 

 

And indeed they had hit bottom. The K T Woo was no longer a star ship: now it was 

merely a submarine refuge. Unfortunately, with all the inlet valves closed and the solar 

panels disabled, the K T Woo could only run on battery power. 

"How long will the batteries last?" Sinclair asked. 



"They were only intended for emergency lighting." The chief engineer told him from 

the engine room. "We have about twenty-four hours before we're dead in the water – 

figuratively and literally!" 

"Recommendations?" Sinclair asked anyone who would listen. 

"Send a landing party ashore." Serendipity suggested. "They can find a drug store and 

buy some more." 

"Yes." Lillie joined in. "Or perhaps they can find us a charging unit!" 

"We can power it with my exercise bicycle." Poxy added her own two penny worth. 

"Or a rowing machine." Pigpen yelled. “I have two beneath my bunk, and another 

behind the cabin door!” 

Chapter 3 

They were all fabulous ideas, and before long a landing party had been assembled and 

sent out in the emergency mini-sub...  

 

Slowly the mini-sub ascended to the surface... 

 



But when it broke through to the open air, an uncomfortable swell had built up. So the 

crew checked the immediate area through the periscope... 

 

It showed them a cliff with an ascending ramp, upon which two coastal gun 

emplacements sat menacingly. 

"Oh nausea." Byron Whipsnaid roared. "We'll have to find a pebbly beach and wade 

ashore. I hate pebbles: they hurt my feet!" 

A short while later the landing party scrambled ashore upon the pebbliest beach in the 

known universe... 

 

Unfortunately they now faced a daunting climb up the tallest cliff in the known 

universe... 



 

Aboard the K T Woo, everyone watched upon the main screen... 

 

"Interesting choice of personnel for the landing party." Hakking Chestikov observed. 

"What made you select those particular crew members?" 

"Well," Sinclair replied whilst the landing party practised their climbing skills upon a 

huge pile of pebbles... 



 

..."I chose Houndstooth Dribblesock because he proved himself to be really good at 

climbing trees. Ada Muffin, Fanny Skidmarx and Plankton Greene showed great 

promise in the secret forest too. Byron Whipsnaid was chosen because his yellow one-

piece prospector's suit might blend in nicely should they discover a desert at the top of 

the cliff. And Poxy Pilkington was an obvious choice because she had well-rounded hips 

and a winning smile." 

Nancy Brooch was surprised by this latter statement: "You chose her because of her 

dazzling teeth?" She said incredulously.  

"Yes." Sinclair replied - surprised that his wife should question his judgement. "I 

reasoned that if they were to be captured, Poxy's beautifully balanced smile could be 

their salvation. For example she could distract a guard by grinning adoringly at him at 

an opportune moment. Or failing that, she could suffocate him with a huge kiss." 

It was a perfect explanation, and proved to Hakking that he'd chosen his captain well. 

When he'd concluded, Sinclair used a long-range night camera to spot the landing party 

as they neared the cliff top... 

 

If Sinclair was feeling pleased with himself, the landing party were most definitely not, 

because as they mounted the final rise they were caught in the glare of a searchlight... 



 

"Knickers!" Houndstooth Dribblesock snarled as their captors surrounded them... 

 

The others felt much the same way as foreboding storm clouds built up behind them, 

out at sea, and matched their collective mood perfectly... 

 



Shortly the local militia leader, Rattapie Thickabrik, placed them in manacles. Then 

escorted his captives across a miserable cliff-top quagmire, which horrified Ada Muffin 

particularly badly... 

 

Their feet became muddy instantly and their spirits sagged. They were all on the brink 

of falling into a pit of despair and despondency, when their captors halted abruptly and, 

inexplicably, stood before them. Ada thought that they were about to be shot, so she 

(rather than Poxy) tried a cheerful smile… 

 

"Fear not." Rattapie Thickabrik spoke through a smile of his own. "It's okay; there's 

no need to turn on the charm: we're switching sides." 

The captives watched in perplexed consternation as the other members of the militia, 

which comprised Rattapie; the dark and mysterious Stefan Thurdburglar; the pale, 



insipid Shelia Moonbeam; the elderly white-haired Rangoon Custardodian; and an end 

cap who went by the name of Butch Crogger - once famous for being the lead singer 

with Butch Crogger and the Noggers – who all crowded around to introduce themselves 

and explain the suddenly altered circumstances... 

 

"You see," Rattapie said, "life as a cliff-top militia patrol-plug is dull, dreary and 

tedious at best. Sometimes it’s even worse. Something simply has to change." 

"Yeah, that's right." Sheila Moonbeam chipped in. "Sometimes the stiff sea breezes, the 

dampness, and the sheer unadulterated monotony of life up here makes us feel 

suicidal!" 

"Ja," the dark and mysterious Stefan Thurdburglar agreed. "and patrolling a high 

cliff-top makes suicide a definite and compelling option." 

"It's just so easy, fellas." Rangoon Custardodian blurted. "One mental hiccup: one 

misstep..." 

"We've lost seven colleagues in the past decade." The sole end cap, Butch Crogger, 

admitted openly. "Three of them were Noggers - my saxophonist, my vibraphone 

player, and our resident nose-wiper. The others either quit or went to the loony-bin. 

There's only me left now!" 

"Oh that's absolutely horrible." Poxy wailed uncontrollably. "Would it make you feel 

better if I let you grab my plump bottom?" 

Shortly after the embarrassed silence that followed, Rattapie guided Houndstooth to a 

really ghastly hut that was small, damp, mouldy, and covered in moss... 



 

"This is our official guard-house." He told the newcomer. "But we prefer to sleep under 

a hedge: it’s warmer. It does have its uses though. We hide some cunning disguises 

inside secret wall spaces. We keep them there for an occasion such as this." 

He then told Houndstooth to wait whilst he went inside... 

 

A few minutes elapsed before he returned - apparently a changed earplug... 



 

"Wow!" Houndstooth gushed with admiration. "That's fantastic! You look 

completely...um...bright red!" 

"Great, isn't it?" Rattapie said cheerfully  - probably for the first time since his youth. 

"I call it 'Hiding in Plain Sight'. No one would consider suspecting someone of 

perpetrating an illegal act in this colour!" 

Rattapie had a good point, or at least Houndstooth believed he did. Then a thought 

struck: "Great." He said with less enthusiasm. "But what about the rest of us; we'll 

stick out like sore thumbs."  

"No worries." Rattapie answered Houndstooth's concerns. "We have disguises for 

everyone - except Ada, who is bright red already, and therefore doesn't need one." 

It seemed to Houndstooth that Rattapie had thought of every contingency. "Great." He 

said. "You don't happen to have any 'Double A' batteries in there too, by any chance, 

do you?" 

Naturally Rattapie had a rusty drawer full of batteries, and gladly passed them to 

Houndstooth. Once Houndstooth had, in turn, distributed them among the landing 

party, Rattapie indicated that they should leave - for the beach - where they planned to 

recall the submarine; board it; and complete their mission... 

 



At the rear of the column Sheila Moonbeam got the distinct feeling that Ada Muffin was 

looking at her... 

 

"Hmm," Ada thought. "I wonder if my bum looks that good in red." 

But as they approached the beach they discovered that a great storm had blown in, and 

the waves were monumental in size... 

 

Clearly the mini-sub would be pounded into a useless ruin if they brought it ashore 

there, so Rattapie led the earplug column over a hill... 



 

...then down towards some flatlands on the fringes of a nearby coastal town, where the 

locals often played football; practised for the bi-annual sack race; and held exciting 

bicycle wheelie competitions... 

 

Unfortunately Plankton Greene snagged a trip wire whilst stopping for a pee and in an 

instant a bright flare exploded above them… 

 

"Everyone freeze." Rattapie hissed. "Don’t panic: no one will recognise us in our 

disguises. They’ll probably think we’re cheerleaders on night manoeuvres." 



"I wouldn't bet on that." Plankton Greene replied in a whisper.  

So, just to be on the safe side, they slowly slipped away and hid in a doorway... 

 

"Hey," the dark and mysterious Stefan Thurdburglar whispered cheerfully, "this is the 

entrance to the pedestrian metro. We can walk to the docks from here." 

So they did... 

 



And because it was late at night, there was no one around to see them scuttle along 

towards their rendezvous with the mini-sub. Despite this they found themselves unable 

to relax. And the journey seemed to take hours and hours as the band of intrepid 

earplugs slipped unseen from one corridor to another, and another - seemingly ad 

infinitum... 

 

All the time Rattapie Thickabrik urged them to remain calm and behave normally… 

 

Eventually though they made it to the dock side... 



 

...where Fanny Skidmarx produced a hidden Submarine-Come-Hither transmitter from 

somewhere previously unsuspected... 

 

As she pressed the 'Come to Mama' button upon the transmitter - deep below the 

surface the mini-sub stirred... 

 



…and within minutes everyone was aboard, and the vessel was submerging once 

again… 

 

But what the landing party couldn't possibly have known - because the cliff-top militia 

failed to tell them - was the fact that the dock sat directly atop a vast underwater city. 

Only as they carelessly dove into the depths aboard the mini-sub... 

 

...did Houndstooth realise that their transport vehicle had ascended upwards through 

the city and had drawn attention to its presence by blowing lots and lots of bubbles and 

making noises. Now, as the passengers stared out through the novelty glass-bottomed 

hull... 

 



...did Sheila Moonbeam's gagging sound (that suggested inevitable doom) make him 

aware of incoming missiles. And when one of those energised missiles struck the mini-

sub... 

 

...he was less than best pleased. In fact he was furious. Angrily he slapped at the 'Return 

Fire' button which was positioned beside the ashtray on the submarine’s dashboard... 

 

Then – heedless of the motors cavitation and general racket-making - he sent the mini-

sub into a vertical dive straight through the heart of the vast submarine conurbation... 



 

Having reached bottom, he then swung the vessel out on to an alluvial plain...  

 



...where he parked it on the sea bed with a loud 'thump' and a cascade of ancient 

sediment... 

 

There followed interminable hours of fear and discomfort, as the local navy depth-

charged the elusive mini-sub mercilessly – utterly ruining the waste system of the on-

board lavatory in the process... 

 

The landing party and their former captors spent that time either clutching immovable 

objects with a terrified death-grip, dozing fitfully, or playing canasta… 

 



Whilst they did all these things, a dragoon of G'neerbots slipped out through the airlock 

and set about repairing the damage caused by the energised torpedo strike and the 

subsequent depth charge attacks... 

 

Meanwhile, aboard the submerged K T Woo... 

 

...Hakking, Sinclair and Nancy stared out of the panoramic window and prayed... 



 

Inevitably the underwater bombardment finally ceased - either because of the lack of 

ammunition, or because it was almost time for breakfast. Either way it gave the landing 

party a window of opportunity, and silently the mini-sub re-activated... 

 



As it lifted from the seabed, the guests were given the task of watching out for enemy 

attacks... 

 

But as the craft ascended it was clear that there were none - and so they flicked on their 

headlights and went in search of their mothership… 

 

Soon something large and white shone brightly in their high-beams. Could it mean only 

one thing? Houndstooth thought so… 



 

...so he had Plankton blow the last of their buoyancy and head straight for their mobile 

home... 

 

Chapter 4 

Whilst the landing party had been away, Sikbag and Pigpen Shamir had been scouring 

orbital space for signs of spy satellites that might spot them in their watery hideaway. 



They didn't find any, but they did discover a warning beacon that, judging by the 

frequency of the transmission, clearly originated aboard this vessel... 

 

Hakking was thrilled, of course. Ship Number Fifteen. It could only mean that they 

were on the right track. More interesting for the crew of the K T Woo was Captain 

Horatio Noseblower's recorded report, which the Shamir brothers were able to 

download from the transmitted warning signal. Once downloaded and reformatted for 

the K T Woo's systems, everyone could watch a recording of Ship Number Fifteen's 

encounter with Wetworld. 

Desperate to replenish their stock of breadfruit and mangoes, Noseblower reported, 

Ship Number Fifteen had visited several worlds... 

 



...but none of them had an eco-system worth a fart; so they set course for the planet with 

the huge watery rings around it... 

 

By the time they reached it, the ship's air was getting decidedly whiffy; so Noseblower 

had the ship take the most direct route into the atmosphere so that they could vent the 

stench and get some fresh air flowing through the vast vessel. Unfortunately, and such 

was his urgency, he unwisely chose to enter on the daylight side of the planet... 

 

But he felt reasonably safe: the ship's RoboSecGuas were maintaining a respectful Cyan 

Alert... 



 

…and would, within nanoseconds of their sensitive instruments detecting a threat to the 

vessel, be in a position to warn him. So, with his confidence boosted by the presence of 

the Museum of Future Technology’s security forces, Noseblower had the control room 

follow their lead... 

 

But the xenophobic regional military knew nothing of this. Inside their subterranean 

war bunkers they mobilised with gay abandon... 



 

Soldiery rushed to their hardened gunnery emplacements... 

 

When the RoboSecGua's deep-scan sensors detected activity below the surface they 

raised the threat level to Amarillo... 



 

And when directed energy weapons began poking their nasty snouts through firing slots 

in the sides of those hardened bunkers... 

 

...full Magenta Alert became mandatory – although the RoboSecGuas preferred to call 

it Crimson Alert... 



 

"If you have any defensive electromagnetic screening – or even a big old barn door," 

the RoboSecGua chief spoke on the intercom to Sinclair Brooch, "raise it now." 

Sinclair had just enough time to nonchalantly lean across Nancy; scratch his nose: then 

flick the power control for the ship's electro-magnetic shield before... 

 

...kerpow! 

Although the shield provided a degree of protection from the ravaging energy of the 

alien weapon, it was not sufficient to save the ship from reeling from the onslaught and 

careening between sea and sky like a flea on acid ... 



 

Inside Ship Number Fifteen the many Museum of Future Technology staff and 

customers, who had been forced to partake in the adventure by the time storms that 

had threatened the very fabric of space-time inside the museum, grew concerned... 

 

"That sho'nuf shook my booty real good, man." Former member of the soul group The 

Trumptations, Cory Valentine was heard to utter, as the ship made best speed for 

anywhere but where it was currently. Earplugs began milling around without any sense 

of purpose or direction. But Noseblower surprised everyone by quickly recovering z 

from the shock of being the victim of undeclared war... 

 



"Right then." He said through gritted teeth and bruised ego. "Someone's up for a fight, 

are they? Its bloody fisticuffs with laser beams time, is it? Well they picked on the 

wrong Earth ship today. Battle Computer: select me a target for immediate and 

merciless reprisal."   

Immediately the recently installed Battle Computer hacked into the local version of the 

Internet and began a whirlwind study of the socio-political situation on the island 

below. It particularly measured its military potential and the feeding habits of its 

citizens. It concluded that, as a civilisation, the populace below was heavily into cheese 

and wine parties; stopping off on the way home for cocktails and spritzers; and almost 

drowning itself in very cold beer. Using that information it concluded that the primary 

target for retribution should be a volcanic island just off the coast from the main island. 

Naturally it placed this information on the main screen for the furious captain to 

inwardly digest… 

 

"An ice cube-packaging plant. That must be where the robot freighter dropped its 

load." Noseblower mused. "Hmmm, a total absence of ice cubes would utterly ruin their 

vodka martinis - not to mention their gin and tonics and champagne perries. Right, 

Helms-plug Reginald, take us to a position directly above that island, but ever so high 

up so no one can shoot us down." 

Naturally Reginald did as his captain had commanded, and before long everyone in the 

control room was studying a computer graphic of their intended target… 

 



And a few seconds after concluding that the circular white blobs were either cooling 

towers, heat exchangers, low-intensity searchlights, or something they hadn’t thought 

of, this happened... 

 

A low-yield nuclear missile had been despatched and was on its way. And as it 

plummeted towards its intended target... 

 

...the night watch-plug at the ice-cube packaging facility was in his security shed, having 

a nice cup of tea and a cucumber sandwich... 

 



He wasn't sure, but he thought that his sensitive hearing had detected an unfamiliar, 

and somewhat disturbing, sound. So he went outside to look... 

 

When he recognised the strange whistling sound as an in-coming missile he had the 

distinct impression that he was TARGET EARPLUG... 

 



So he leapt aboard his Security Buggy... 

 

...and high-tailed it to the landing jetty, where he jumped into his speed boat, and 

pushed the throttles to ‘fully open’... 

 

In their war bunker, the alien earplug commanders had decided to go to Ultraviolet 

Alert. Sadly this set off the sprinkler system... 

 



Meanwhile the night watch-plug had gained the relative safety of the main island, and 

was now racing along aboard his rocket powered hover-scooter... 

 

And in the war bunker nervous emissions were contaminating the air and threatening 

to overwhelm the atomic filters... 

 

Whilst evil pongs permeated the war bunker, the ice-packaging factory night watch-

plug tried hiding behind a dry-stone wall... 

 



And in the air raid shelters that served the war bunkers, the frightened masses released 

even more gaseous effluent into the stifling air... 

 

Above, upon the surface, the night watch-plug decided that he needed better cover than 

a poxy old dry-stone wall; so, while he still had time, he made a break for it... 

 

...hoping against hope that the bomb didn't explode before he’d gained the sanctuary of 

a nearby cave. But luck was with that night watch-plug, and as he dashed into the rocky 

cavern he donned his regulation citizens’ anti-radiation helmet... 



 

And not a moment too soon, because a split second later... 

 

...kaboom – an airburst, of vast hugeness, lit up the night sky for many hundreds of 

kilometres around. Not that the alien earplug commanders cared: they were too high on 

their own farts... 



 

Upon the ice-packaging island, huge explosions tore the structure apart and scattered 

its atoms far and wide... 

 

Soon a conflagration of unimaginable magnitude commenced... 

 



The melt down of the ice plant continued apace. It seemed to those who witnessed it that 

the island itself followed suit... 

 

The volcanic shore line began to glow and buckle... 

 



Then, to the astonishment of those above in Ship Number Fifteen, the mantle that 

supported the crust beneath the island gave way... 

 

...and everything disappeared beneath the boiling waves... 

 

"Ooh," Captain Noseblower said, as he stepped down from his dais, "that wasn't quite 

what I had in mind when I launched that damned fool rocket. Can someone please get 

us the heck outta here, pronto? Right now I need to visit the toilet." 

 



 

So, whilst the Captain was releasing his nervous tension, the bridge crew of Ship 

Number Fifteen did what anyone would do when they're ahead, and quit the wet world 

entirely.... 

 

Soon the mighty vessel catapulted out of the atmosphere and set immediate course for 

the next star... 



 

Chapter 5 

Of course those aboard the K T Woo, who watched the downloaded message, had no 

idea which of the myriad stars the Earth ship had set course towards, or what planets 

they might have found orbiting it. But they realised why the space freighter had 

brought all those ice cubes to Wet World, and wondered where they might have come 

from.  

By coincidence - or rather not by coincidence at all - a star that Ship Number Fifteen 

most definitely did reach; and a planet they most certainly did find orbiting it, witnessed 

their vessel’s approach... 

 



And as they came closer to it, they discovered that it was a world entirely locked in a 

planetary ice-age! 

 

Captain Noseblower was keen to avoid the mistake he'd made when Ship Number 

Fifteen entered the wet world's atmosphere unannounced or without invitation. So this 

time he had the sensors study the planet from high orbit first... 

 

Then, when it was complete, the crew made themselves comfortable; opened a packet of 

tortilla chips; and watched the resulting 'Report on Ice Planet One'… 



Because the climatic conditions prevailing upon the ice planet were so thoroughly nasty, 

it would have been reasonable to assume that it was devoid of life. But, in fact, there 

appeared to be a thriving civilisation beneath the ice... 

 

...which suggested that the planet had once been capable of sustaining abundant life. 

Also it might have been verdant and really nice in many places. One particular society - 

predominantly blue in colour - enjoyed/suffered a caste system that placed one group 

upon a higher level in the habitation zone than the other. It seemed, though, for 

whatever reason, the lower caste were happy with this arrangement... 

 



In fact some of them owned luxurious deep-pile carpets... 

 

...and under-floor heating that was fed by hot-springs that bubbled up from beneath the 

planetary crust. Schooling normally took place in the open (sub-zero) air, where pupils 

would shiver themselves stupid... 

 

Often their hardy children chose to play outside too... 

 



...and sing meaningless songs to repetitive melodies that failed to include a bridge, key 

change, or funky back beat. It was usual practise for young couples to slip away from 

their elders below the ice - to meet clandestinely... 

 

...or perhaps lie side-by-side, in the snow, and chat idly - or maybe canoodle a little... 

 

The report also informed the watchers aboard Ship Number Fifteen that indigenous rap 

artists, such as Bespectacled Bob - the Wandering Slob... 



 

...would often use the snowy wastes as inspiration, and compose their infuriatingly 

meaningless, often incomprehensible, lyrics for tunes they’d stolen from genuine 

musicians. Sometimes troublesome youths, who had been involved in criminal activity, 

or were simply too thick to live, who would never amount to anything worthwhile, were 

taken out on to the ice... 

 

...and watched closely until they became frozen to the spot and would no longer be a 

financial burden to the tax-paying public. Middle-aged females liked the outdoors... 

 



...because no one could hear them gossip. But most of the population were employed in 

the production of ice cubes. During the working week - just before dawn - they would 

emerge from their igloos... 

 

...and indulge in a brief religious service and some light exercise... 

 

Then it would be time to pocket their ice cube cutters and walk to the ice caves... 



 

...where they would often pass by the frozen corpse of an earplug who had lost his igloo 

door key in a drunken haze several years previous... 

 

…and treat its presence as a salutary reminder that drunkenness and sub-zero 

temperatures do not combine kindly for the average earplug. Some would go up into the 

mountains... 



 

…where they would chip away at the glaciers. Others would stand around upon ice floes 

and fish for their evening meal... 

 

...in the rare openings in the perma-ice - even when it snowed like heck, and the vicious 

mist froze everyone so badly that they almost gave up the will to live... 



 

But, it seemed to those watching the report upon Ship Number Fifteen, the worst 

possible situation that the indigenous people could find themselves mired in, was an ice 

storm... 

 

...which were unpredictable and would blow in without warning... 

 



Sometimes small groups of earplugs would become separated from the main body of 

ice-cube workers... 

 

"Where are the others?" They would say. “I’ve completely lost my bearings.” 

And: "Flip - I don't like this at all: I don’t see a toilet anywhere!" 

 

But being a stoic people, with an optimistic ‘can-do’ attitude... 



 

...they would trudge onwards through the resultant blizzard... 

 

And onwards heroically... 



 

And onwards like a bunch of wallies... 

 

But somehow they would, invariably, make their way to familiar territory... 

 



...no matter how far they had been forced to trudge... 

 

...and, with a great out-pouring of joy, they would re-join their colleagues... 

 

...where, as dusk fell, they could trudge a bit more on the journey home to their igloos... 

 



Chapter 6 

But the blue earplugs were not alone upon the planet of perpetual winter. Elsewhere 

earplugs of a paler hue went about their silicon lives; and they were a slightly happier 

bunch... 

 

And in another region of the great white orb in space, there lived a tribe of end caps... 

 

...who were a gang of right little trouble makers. In fact they fomented enmity between 

the two earplug races at every opportunity. They used lies, tricks, subterfuge, and 

sabotage to keep the two groups apart and distrustful of each other. And this distrust 

ran so deep that each side lined their borders with fortifications and heavy weapons... 



 

...which suited the evil, scum-bag, end caps just fine... 

 

...because they manufactured the weapons and sold them to both sides! 

The pale earplugs also lived and worked predominantly below the surface. But, like the 

blue earplugs, many of them also spent their working hours on the ice... 

 



  So they too suffered blizzards and the like... 

 

At night, when the blue earplugs were asleep, a team of pale earplugs would often slide 

out on to the nearby glacier... 

 

...where they would warm up some end cap-supplied energy cannons... 

 



Although they weren't desperately keen, they felt duty-bound to be there... 

 

...especially after using their searchlight to read the latest end cap propaganda that 

spewed like rancid vomit from the bowels of the evil subterranean end cap city... 

 

As the aiming beam confirmed that they had acquired their primary target for the 

night... 

 



...they would point their powerful weapons slightly to either the left or the right - just 

for a laugh. And when their huge cannon were successfully aimed slightly left or right of 

target, the pale earplug gunners would shoot merrily for hours and hours upon end… 

 

…which would keep the blue earplugs awake all night... 

 

...whether they should be from upper or lower caste. 

Sometimes their sleep-deprived ‘victims’ would get a bit depressed... 



 

But mostly they would grow angry and vow revenge... 

 

Then, shortly before dawn, or slightly sooner if they were desperate for a wee, the 

gunners would cease fire... 



 

...lock their guns down, and simply walk away... 

 

…especially when they had a hot water bottle; a mug of cocoa; and novelty sporran, 

filled with warm mulled wine, waiting for them... 



 

...at the frontier igloos... 

 

But often the cocoa would go missing before they returned because the lousy end caps 

would sneak out of their igloos on the glacier, and steal it... 

 

This would leave the pale earplug gunners bewildered... 



 

...and as disappointed as the bitter wind... 

 

Then, when daylight replaced the impenetrable night, the blue earplug gunners would 

climb from their fitful slumber; shower; put on a brave face; and pull on their thermal 

underpants... 

 



...then trudge miserably to their own gun emplacements... 

 

...and let rip upon their nocturnal enemy in much the same way as the pale earplugs had 

perpetrated such vicious acts upon them... 

 

...which resulted in distant explosions beyond the horizon... 



 

...much to the delight of the mean end caps... 

 

...who still looked as grumpy as heck, despite knowing how seriously damaging near-

misses could be - especially during rush-hour, when everyone was trying to get home 

from night work and go to bed... 

 



...when those conniving end caps... 

 

...had calculated that the sudden detonation of some high explosive nearby would cause 

nasty traffic accidents... 

 

…which were certain to interrupt the traffic flow and affect adversely those who had 

witnessed them... 



 

...and leave them feeling shamed by their uselessness. 

Chapter 7 

But, by chance, the ship’s sensors had…er…sensed something personal and specific, 

down upon the surface of the ice world... 

 



A young male earplug - known to all and sundry as Clancy Hardnut - had decided that 

he was fed up with his lousy existence, and made the decision to go alone into the vicious 

wilderness and throw himself into the deep, dark depths of the only open water upon 

the planet... 

 

But whilst composing his suicide note, his sensitive ears detected the overly familiar 

crunching sound of footfalls upon snow. Naturally he moved off a short distance and 

hid. But then all thoughts of suicide evaporated when he saw a beautiful young female 

earplug arrive at the water's edge to do some fishing for her elderly aunt... 

 

Thrilled beyond endurance by her tall, slender loveliness, he said, sotto voce: "Cor. 

Wow. Jeepers. She’s fabulous!"  

Unfortunately his voce wasn't quite as sotto as he'd planned... 



 

...and the startled young female, who thought she was alone, was so surprised that her 

shapely legs lost co-ordination, and she fell into the dark, foreboding water… 

 

 

At first Clancy thought that the sight of the female's bottom waving about in the air 

looked quite amusing and he wished that he'd thought to bring a digital camera along 

for the ride. But then, he realised that the pale earplug propaganda concerning the 

strangeness of blue earplugs was a lie. It was clear to him that the young female wasn't 

so different from himself at all. She couldn't breathe through her knee caps at all! So, 

heedless of the danger, he leapt in to save her... 



 

By then the young female, whose name was Wendy Earwacks, had righted herself. But 

she required aid because her knickers had become sodden, and the ill-fitting duffle coat 

that she'd borrowed from her older sister had filled with sea ice. In short, she was 

drowning. So, by the time that Clancy had dragged her to the shore, Wendy was 

sufficiently unconscious to require the 'kiss of life' and a dose of urgent face slapping... 

 

Or at least she pretended to be. When, eventually, she (supposedly) began breathing 

again, she was so enamoured that she gave Clancy a great big sloppy kiss of his own... 

 



Well, to say that Clancy was thrilled at the turn of events would be an understatement. 

He was cock-a-hoop. He'd never met such a wonderful being before. Neither had he 

saved anyone's life either. And, most definitely, he'd never been so enthusiastically 

kissed before. "Gosh, Wendy," he said, once he'd learned her name, "would you like to 

warm up in my snow buggy?"     

Wendy found the offer tempting. In fact she found it so tempting that she said: "Yes 

please!" 

 

So whilst Wendy's soggy knickers dried in front of the heater grille, Clancy took the 

opportunity to show-off and duly raced the snow buggy around at break-neck speed... 

 

It was during a barely controlled downhill slide that Clancy had a wonderful idea... 



 

"Hey," he shouted above the din of icicles breaking free from Wendy's duffle coat, 

"why don't I take you to see our wonderful city below the ice?" 

Initially Wendy was hesitant to accept: visiting foreign cities sans winter coat could be 

considered a social faux pas. But when Clancy informed her that no one wore duffle 

coats in the pale earplug city, she relented instantly, and began to enjoy the sensation of 

a stiff breeze blowing around her ear holes... 

 

Naturally Clancy hit the after-burners, and before long they were almost in sight of the 

frontier defences… 



 

But such was Clancy's speed that he was upon the border guards before anyone was 

ready to mount a meaningful challenge or dive for cover... 

 

"Out of the way!" Clancy shouted above the whine of his buggy’s turbine. 

"Does that blue female have a duffle coat on?" One of the incredulous border guards 

shouted back. 

Clancy didn't have enough time to respond. Instead he leapt the buggy into the air, and 

shouted, "See for yourself." as they soared above the defences... 



 

...and then roared away - leaving the guards deeply bemused... 

 

...because they'd had no idea that blue earplug knee caps looked very much like pale 

earplug knee caps – only bluer, of course. Of a snorkel there was no sign. And they 

began to doubt the propaganda they’d been force-fed their entire lives. Not that Wendy 

cared one jot; because, by the time the guards had collected their thoughts and placed 

them into some kind of order, Clancy’s snow buggy had carried her all the way into the 

city... 

 



"It's lovely." She gushed as she looked around. "So mysterious and cloaked in elegant 

shadows." 

 

But later she discovered even more impressive sights... 

 

"What are these strange, yet remarkable, machines?" She asked her vertically-

challenged host. 

At first Clancy was confused by Wendy's question. It hadn't occurred to him that 

another civilisation might not have municipal jukeboxes. Once he'd gathered his wits, 

he told her. "They're free." He said. "Choose a song; press the button; and you can 

listen for as long as you want." 

"Gosh." Wendy responded enthusiastically. "Can I choose one? After all I am a blue 

earplug, and it might not be allowed." 

"Go ahead." Clancy said with a smile. 



"Pick one for me." Wendy said coyly. "Make it a love song. A really smoochy one." 

"Don't mind if I do." Clancy replied with a big grin spreading across his youthful face. 

"How about 'Hot Soup' by Heavy Breathin' Bertha'?" 

Moments later... 

 

"Oh that's lovely." Wendy said as they slow danced together. "I think I'd like to live 

here for the rest of my life." 

Clancy hid his surprise well. "Come with me." He said as the repetitive chorus faded 

into silence. 

Moments later they were scurrying along one of the seductively lit corridors... 

 

Then, abruptly they burst into a busy thoroughfare... 



 

Then it was onwards for a meeting with the Personal Secretary of the Prime Minister 

and his assistant and his assistant's buddy... 

 

"Yeah?" The Personal Secretary grunted when Clancy introduced himself. "Whadda 

ya want?" 



 

"This is my friend, Wendy." Clancy replied. "She's a blue earplug!"  

"Tell us something we don't know." The Prime Minister's Personal Secretary's 

assistant said acidly. 

Clancy chose to ignore the mealy-mouthed git. Instead he spoke directly to the Personal 

Secretary: "Wendy wants to come here and live with us pale earplugs." He said. "She 

thinks our city is lovely." 

The Personal Secretary eyed Wendy up and down. "I've heard some weird stuff about 

blue earplugs."  He said. "Apparently the females hold their heads up with a trellis-like 

assembly that bolts on to their shoulders, and are given it on their fifteenth birthday." 

"And both genders hide their chocolate chip cookies inside their Wellington boots!" 

The assistant's buddy almost spat the words. 

"Oh dear." Clancy said as he turned to Wendy. "I'm ever so sorry, but if you want to 

live here you're going to have to refute a whole slew of ridiculous preconceptions." 

"Yeah." The Personal Secretary growled. "Good, innit?" 

Well Wendy wasn't the sort to take offence easily, and her sister's duffle coat didn't fit 

her anyway: so a short while later she and Clancy were being guided towards the Prime 

Ministerial chamber, via a frighteningly precipitous walkway... 

 



The journey to the Prime Ministerial Chamber also involved walking down a long 

corridor... 

 

...towards a concrete-hardened atom-proof bunker, where important decisions were 

often made... 

 

For a brief moment the young lovers paused. Were they really ready for this? 



 

"Oh, Clancy," Wendy said with a tremulous voice, "you could get into such trouble for 

this. Blue earplug propaganda tells us that your prime minister eats young 

earplugs that annoy him. His rage is legend; and his teeth are as sharp as razors." 

"My dearest Wendy," Clancy replied, "these are terrible untruths – or, to use a 

colloquial term, crap. Fear not: my safety is assured." But he wasn't entirely certain 

himself: propaganda was usually based upon at least a kernel of truth. So, plucking up 

the courage to continue, they did just that... 

 



...and continued to do so until they came within sight of their destination... 

 

Then, without further pause for consideration of what they proposed to do, they 

plunged into the chamber, where they introduced themselves to the Prime Minister - 

Rupert Van Bucket; the Chancellor of War - Bob Dingbat; and the leading female 

earplug liberationist - Gladys Dangles... 

 

"Hello," Rupert Van Bucket said in a kindly voice that (Wendy thought) ran counter to 

her perception of the pale earplug leader, "I hear you have a request of me." 

"Yes." Clancy replied after swallowing several times and suffering a near-terminal 

coughing fit. "I'd like my foreign chum to come live with me in my habitation pod." 

"But she's a blue earplug." Bob Dingbat pointed out rather needlessly. 

"And she's a female." Gladys Dangles added scornfully. "I know you young male 

earplugs all too well: you're only interested in her dark eyes, luscious lips; and possibly 

her huge duffle coat. You don't give a tinker's cuss about her personality and soul: you 



just want her to scrub your bathroom floor and cook your evening dinner for you - you 

ghastly runt!" 

Clancy was too determined of success to allow such an outburst to put him off. "She 

does have lovely lips, I must admit." He said calmly. "And as regards to her dark, 

mysterious eyes...well it's a mystery to me that I’ve retained my sanity in their presence. 

But we don't think that either are particularly important right now. Neither is her 

sister’s ill-fitting duffle coat. Or her skills with the frying pan either" 

"No?" Rupert inquired. "Why is that?" 

"Because we love each other." Wendy answered. “Nothing else matters.” 

"Love?" Gladys exploded whilst slapping Clancy's face with the back of her hand; 

poking him in the eye with her propelling pencil; and shoving a stiletto heel into the 

back of his best table-tennis playing knee. "You don't love the dear sweet thing: you just 

want to slip her into your ungodly harem!" 

Clancy had to think quickly: clearly Gladys’ belief system was affecting her rational 

mind adversely. How could he convince these Most Important Earplugs that he and 

Wendy were in love, and that love could transcend race, colour, ideology, and over-sized 

winter wear? But try as he might, Clancy couldn't force his adolescent brain to summon 

up the answer. Then, just as he was about to give up (and say, "Bum!" very loudly) he 

recalled Wendy's reaction to the municipal jukebox. "I can prove it." He blurted at the 

Chancellor of War, whilst keeping a safe distance from the female earplug liberationist. 

"Do you have a juke box in your closet, Mister Prime Minister, Sir?" 

Naturally Rupert was a huge fan of popular music, and had karaoke weekends with his 

most trusted aides at least once a month. Two underlings wheeled out a jukebox from 

an ante-room, and plugged it in. Clancy needed to choose the first song well. He 

considered 'Hot Soup' but was afraid that it might invoke a verbal blood-bath from 

Gladys Dangles. So he selected the safest, most anodyne, song in the listing. He chose 

Smirky Bobbington's bouncy and infectious 'Snidally Rodally Roo - I'm So in Love With 

You!' - to which he and Wendy tried desperately to slow-dance... 

 



Initially all three Very Important Earplugs were surprised by Clancy's choice: slow-

dancing to up-tempo, semi-novelty pop songs that featured sleigh bells (and a 

complicated bass line that was hard to follow) was unheard of. But they began to come 

around to a more balanced view as the dance progressed, and were completely won over 

when the young couple ended the song with a kiss. 

"Right then." Rupert Van Bucket said as he clapped his hands together and applauded. 

"You've opened my eyes, kids. I can see - as clearly as the unsightly pimple on Gladys' 

nose - that these past years of distrust and loathing between our two people has been 

stupid, misguided, and totally cack. I'm getting on the Hotline straight away." 

And he was as good as his word. A half-minute later he walked into the frosty, long-

abandoned Hotline Room, where a much-disused communication device awaited him... 

 

Trying to remember how to use it, he stabbed at the 'On' button. He was rewarded with 

a muted 'bleep'. 

Far away, in the heart of the blue earplug empire, the President - Marnus Pongfinger -

thought he heard a telephone ringing in a long-abandoned annex. Climbing from his 

toilet, he entered the frost-coated edifice... 

 



"What the bloody hell?" He exclaimed. "Who the flipping heck is calling me on this 

ancient pile of garbage?" 

But because he was essentially a curious earplug he pressed a digit against the icy 

'Receive' button. 

"Who are you?" He growled. "I was on the loo, and I haven't had the chance to wipe 

my bum properly!" 

 

It was an inauspicious start, but as a conversation was struck up between the two 

leaders of nations, relations quickly thawed - unlike the rooms themselves. But when, 

eventually, Rupert Van Bucket got to the point of his call, Marnus Pongfinger was 

sceptical: "What?" He said incredulously. "A blue earplug and a pale earplug...falling 

in love? Surely you jest? You must be pulling my leg." 

But when Rupert sent through the video evidence... 

 

...Marnus was both astonished and delighted, and called Rupert a very rude word 

indeed. He was also thrilled because it meant an end to the hostility that had blighted 

their history. "Knock me down and carry me off the Droxford, Rupe," he exclaimed in 

an extremely colloquial manner, "this calls for bi-partisan rejoicing." 

"It sure does, Marni." Rupert replied. "I'm getting the bunting out as we speak!" 

And so peace descended upon the ice planet; and within minutes all of the frontier guns 

were deactivated; and the people of both nations began to smile again. 



Chapter 8 

Most people were pleased as punch that peace had broken out. Three earplugs in 

particular were positively ecstatic about it. They were the Bristol Brothers:–  

Barry... 

 

Ragi... 

 

And Rastus... 

 



...all of whom co-owned a café in the neutral zone. They had scraped a living from the 

hostile environment by serving iced buns and luke-warm coffee to the occasional group 

of passers-by; snowboarder gangs or suchlike... 

 

...or the wretched remnants of lost legions... 

 



But now that friendly relations made commerce and travel possible, the three brothers 

immediately spent their meagre savings on an advertising blitz in the popular media of 

both earplug nations. The result was... 

 

...earplugs that had been cooped-up beneath the ice for generations came flocking into 

the neutral zone to visit... 

 

...the one place where blue and pale earplugs had met by chance in the past, and not had 

a damned good punch-up. 



 

Sometimes, when it was busy - and despite the bitter wind and sub-zero temperature - 

they would queue at the door...   

 

...even those who were desperate to use the toilet. This, in turn, spread a fever of 

unification hopes among the average earplugs of both nations. They would come down 

from the mountains... 



 

And out of their igloos upon the pack ice... 

 

Every one of them would make their cheerful way to the neutral zone... 



 

And when enough earplugs had found their way to the plain upon which the neutral 

zone was situated, the inevitable happened. They all got terribly excited about 

everything, and allowed their emotions to boil over into frenzied activity, which 

involved... 

 

...rushing headlong across the snowy wastes... 



 

...to embrace one another in a veritable orgy of goodwill, pleasantness, and gratitude 

that they were alive to see this wondrous day. 

Of course, among the end cap hierarchy and their mealy-mouthed masses, this went 

down like a lead balloon…  

 

"Those chummy little toe-rags." The end cap leader said of Clancy and Wendy. "This is 

all their fault. Our machinations to promote mutual distrust and potential mutually 

assured destruction have resulted in utter failure. There can be only one punishment for 

this vile act. They must die!" 

To this end he employed a masked end cap death squad... 



 

"Kill them." He instructed the terrifying trio. "End the little slug's lives as quickly as 

possible. Perhaps, even at this late juncture, the situation can still be remedied, and our 

arms production facility saved from closure." 

So a few minutes later the death squad emerged from the end cap city… 

 

From there they went straight to their snow skimmer... 

 



…which they intended to ride, all the way, to the selected location for Clancy and 

Wendy’s assassination. But unfortunately for the end caps, their snow skimmer's 

battery had been affected by the chill air adversely, and the engine wouldn't start. 

"Flip me sideways." The death squad leader roared as he stabbed repeatedly at the 'Go' 

button. "I told you we should have paid extra for the heavy-duty battery." 

Even more unfortunately, the death squad leader's verbal outburst and consequent loss 

of awareness of his surroundings meant that a pack of starving feral Polar Plugmutts 

were led straight to them... 

 

The hungry Polar Plugmutts attacked the unprepared assassins without mercy. And a 

minute later the death squad were entirely dead and completely consumed… 

 

The result of the death squad's demise was the enraged end cap leadership running 

around their city beneath the glacier like demented morons... 



 

...which, everybody agreed, was a very satisfactory ending to the end cap/earplug 

relationship. 

Chapter 9 

Of course, high above in orbit, Captain Horatio Noseblower had been watching events 

upon the ice planet. So before long the vast interplanetary vessel began its descent 

through a blizzard... 

 

Soon it came within sight of the surface... 

 



...where its retro-rockets blasted downwards to slow its inexorable descent... 

 

...before settling, daintily upon the icy surface... 

 

...where the strange, looping feet extended so that the bitter cold seeping into the lower 

decks through the hull wouldn't make them uninhabitable... 

 

"Okay," Noseblower instructed an underling... 



 

..."open the window blind. Let's see what it like out there." 

But when the order was obeyed, Captain Noseblower didn't like what he saw… 

 

"Well flip me over and take me on a bob sleigh ride!" He exclaimed as he watched ice 

crystals form instantaneously upon the viewing port. "Shut that window: it's throat-

puckeringly cold out there!" 

He then called for a volunteer to poke his head out through the air lock and see what 

was it was like outside. Naturally Magnuss Earplug sent his hand sky-rocketing towards 

the ceiling. He was keen to grab the opportunity to be the first terrestrial earplug to set 

foot upon the surface of an ice world. So, a couple of minutes later… 

 



"Actually," Magnuss reported via radio, "out of the wind it isn't too bad. Not exactly 

balmy; but bearable. Hats and scarves will be mandatory. Furry underpants wouldn't 

look out of place either." 

Well about five minutes later, just about everyone who wasn't on duty, were frolicking 

in the snow... 

 

Boys who hadn't long passed into adolescence stood around together to see whose string 

vest was most efficient in the bitingly cold air... 

 

Others made romantic approaches to people they wouldn't normally have touched with 

a barge pole aboard ship... 

 



"Hello." They would say. "You're nice. What's your name?"  

To which the inevitable response was: “Check the ship’s manifest, Looser. Now go 

hustle someone else, huh?” 

Some merely enjoyed the freedom to jump up and down and fall over without getting 

hurt... 

 

Although, because of their exuberance, several cranial injuries resulted. Whilst others - 

mostly wearing spectacles - spent their entire time avoiding snowball fights... 

 

Rudi and Valentine's girlfriends - Yu-Wah and Wah-Hey Pong - took a stroll... 



 

But Yu-Wah didn't enjoy it much because she'd had a falling out with Rudi and as a 

result of this she and her sister had given up their diet and keep fit campaign, which 

meant that their waist lines had ballooned to pre-Earplug Brothers proportions. 

Downhill skiing became quite popular... 

 

But one earplug in particular had his attention drawn... 

 



...to the unloading from the ship of a hover chariot that had been constructed by the 

ship's engineering department, using a design identical to the teenaged end cap's chariot 

that Hakking Chestikov had 'borrowed' for his visit to Kah-Ki-Pu on Worstworld... 

 

"Gosh, that's pretty." He said. "I wish I had one of those." 

Meanwhile, despite Wah-Hey's attempts at levity, Yu-Wah was getting more and more 

cheesed off…  

 

Others, though - especially the youngsters - were enjoying the snow immensely... 



 

Though, for some, the novelty of jumping up and down and falling over was beginning 

to wear a little thin... 

 

Captain Noseblower decided to brave the elements and try to introduce himself to the 

local populace. Naturally he took the adventurous Earplug Brothers with him... 

 



"Oh I do enjoy a good adventure." Miles said, as he took the lead position. 

"Yes," his twin, Chester agreed. "We haven't had one since yonks ago on Worstworld." 

"Indeed." Magnuss spoke up from directly behind the captain. "You never know, we 

might have an adventure that will impact positively upon the indigenous population of 

this dreadfully inhospitable planet." 

"Flipping heck," Noseblower complained, "don't you lot ever pause for breath?" 

Soon the super-fit Earplug Brothers began to leave the exhausted captain behind... 

 

"Carry on without me." He called out with a gasp. "I'll follow along in your wake." 

And he did, which left the five brothers to make first contact with the people of the ice 

planet - fittingly upon the ice flow from which Clancy Hardnut had intended to hurl 

himself into icy oblivion... 

 



"How divine." One of the local earplugs said, once introductions were complete. "First 

we declare peace for the first time in generations: then off-worlders arrive with their 

fabulous ideas and advanced technology. I'm so bloody glad that I'm alive during this 

era. I feel so sorry for my late grandfather: really, he had no idea…" 

"Talking of ideas and technology:" Rudi lived up to his name by interrupting rather 

rudely, "are you going to show us your underground cities, or not?" 

Well of course the local earplugs were only too keen to give the brothers directions to 

the nearest igloo. Naturally Magnuss arrived first... 

 

"Look," Magnuss yelled with excitement, "I've found it." 

His brothers crowded around... 

 



"It looks like an elevator." Valentine observed. "Let's press a few buttons and see what 

happens." 

Meanwhile the grouchy Yu-Wah was growing concerned about Rudi's absence... 

 

In fact such was the intensity of her concern that snow refused to fall within a mentally 

imposed exclusion zone around her. Meanwhile the igloo elevator took the boys to a 

subterranean corridor that appeared dull and without feature or texture. Rudi, being 

the eldest, led his siblings in search of something vaguely interesting... 

 

After about fifteen minutes of tedious wandering they felt almost ready to quit - when 

suddenly the corridor gave up its secret. The wall seemed to simply disintegrate - to 

create a hitherto unsuspected doorway... 



 

Miles was surprised; and Chester allowed himself to be extremely startled. "Wow," he 

said. "Super-advanced technology - just like our beloved Museum of Future 

Technology!" 

"Yeah." Rudi responded. "Let's take a look inside." 

So they did... 

 

And what they found inside was a delegation of indigenous earplugs, most of which had 

been waiting for them... 



 

"Welcome." Their spokesperson said. "We're just so pleased to meet off-worlders. Do 

you have some strange alien sporting proclivities? Would you care for a stick of 

rhubarb? It’s grown hydroponically." 

Meanwhile, the unaware Yu-Wah continued to wait in freezing temperatures for her 

beloved Rudi to reappear... 

 

She'd been joined by two of the Bristol Brothers, who were concerned that the loss of 

the Earplug Brothers in the snowy wastes might adversely affect the number of ship’s 

passengers visiting their café. "How long did you say they've been gone?" Barry 

inquired. 

"Too long." Yu-Wah snapped in her grouchy way. "You mercenary creep."  

The curators had also grown concerned. Within minutes of Yu-Wah’s panic-stricken 

screech on here walkie-talkie radio, a search party had been despatched... 

 



...which only worried those who witnessed its departure... 

 

...especially the chariot driver's dad... 

 

...who was well aware that his son had left his spectacles on the cabin’s mantelpiece... 

 



But when the chariot returned at dawn - minus the missing Earplug Brothers - 

Magnuss' bounty hunter girlfriend - Hair-Trigger Provost - tossed the chariot crew 

aside; refuelled the gas-guzzling machine; and set out on a search pattern of her own 

design... 

 

First she climbed into the foot hills, from where she could see across the vast plain... 

 

Then, when her eagle-eyes had detected movement in the blinding distance... 



 

 ...Hair-Trigger set the hover chariot upon a course for a rendezvous with Magnuss and 

his brothers... 

 

But, having discovered the whereabouts of the Earplug Brothers, Hair-Trigger was a 

little surprised: "Who are all those earplugs following in your foot prints?" She asked. 

"Oh, them." Magnuss replied, slightly shame-faced, "I was bragging about how 

wonderful the Museum of Future Technology was, and everyone decided that they 

wanted to see it for themselves." 

"Yeah, sho'nuf." Rudi confirmed his brother's analysis of the situation. "They couldn't 

believe that we live on a world that aint covered in perpetual winter." 



"So they've invited themselves aboard Ship Number Fifteen for a ride to Earth." 

Chester and Miles said in unison. 

So, a couple of hours later, Rupert Piles was able to take his 3D TV camera out into the 

snow... 

 

...where he filmed the ice-worlder exodus, as it boarded the vast vessel. 

"I just hope they brought a packed lunch with them." Captain Noseblower said, as he 

watched on the bridge monitor. "The victuals store has been taking quite a battering of 

late." 

And because there was bugger all for anyone to do upon the ice world, soon Ship 

Number Fifteen lifted vertically upon a column of invisible ions… 

 



Then it sped across the sky above the great glacier like an upside-down meteor... 

 

...en route to its natural environment: - outer space... 

 



Chapter 10 

Meanwhile, back on Mars... 

 

…not far from the Future Museum of Mars… 

 

...the homing beacon that Frisby Mumph and his Martian chums had activated... 



 

...continued to operate - sending its welcoming signal deep into interstellar space. 

Everyday several Martians (or Muffins, as they liked to be known) would sit upon the 

stone steps of the ancient citadel ruins…  

 

…and watch in hope for signs of the missing Earth ship’s emergence from hyper-speed. 

But Frisby Mumph, the sole curator of the fledgling Future Museum of Mars, had 

better things to do than sitting around on his butt and look longingly at the sky. Things 

like taking a leaf from his assistant, Badgerlilly's book, and fertilising the barren 

surface of the red planet with excrement. But Frisby took it one step further: he used 

Martian poop - fresh as the morning dew and in considerable quantities...  



 

But when he looked more closely at the vile gunge, he felt a sudden contraction in his 

gut wall. He knew that it could mean only one thing… 

 

So five minutes later he fetched a Geiger counter from the trunk of his terraforming 

machine. As he waved it at the Muffin plop, the needle went ballistic… 



 

"Hooray!" He shouted at the top of his lungs in the thin Martian air. "No longer will I 

be dependent upon uranium sent from Earth to power my machinery: Martian plop is 

radio-active!" 

So five brief minutes later he was ready to re-fuel his terraformer - and at a rock-

bottom price too! 

 

Meanwhile, back on Earth – or, to be more precise, the Museum of Future 

Technology… 



 

…the corridors of which stood mostly cold and empty… 

 

…those personnel who had remained behind when Ship Number Fifteen fled the time 

storms, decided to start some much-needed renovations. One task that they particularly 

enjoyed doing was the dismantling of the PO9 2LY and the recalcitrant Tunnel 

Temporale control units... 



 

In fact they converted the entire area into an outside toilet. But then, one fateful day, 

when Dan Down'n'out, Oigoor, the Angel with a Huge Nose, Anton Twerp, Benjamin 

Booger and Plopper O'Hooligan, were applying the finishing touches to the 'Ladies' 

cubicle, the Tunnel Temporale was activated from a source outside of their current 

era... 

 

Whilst Angel went to investigate the unexpected interruption from a device that 

everyone believed was inactive, Oigoor had other ideas: "Sod this." He said. "I'm outta 

here!" 

 



And when they realised that something was coming through the tunnel from an 

unknown future, everyone else took to their heels too... 

 

And when advanced super-sentinel robots from the future emerged from the tunnel, 

they immediately used their disintegrator beams upon the pristine municipal lavatory... 

 

...and continued to do so until nothing of the earplug's hard labours remained… 



 

 

"Good job, boys." The Red Sentinel Robot Leader said in a boring monotone voice. "At 

last the Museum of Future Technology is ours. Revenge for what they did to our 

comrades is complete!" 

 

By coincidence Ship Number Fifteen had just latched on to the Martian homing signal, 

and had dropped out of hyper-speed. It now entered the Solar System on the more 

reliable Plasma Drive... 



 

Captain Noseblower decided that he couldn't be bothered with visiting Mars, and 

instead calculated a trajectory that would bring the vessel into alignment with Earth. 

Soon it was brushing the fringes of its home world's atmosphere... 

 

From there, gravity pulled it downward. 

"Will ya look at that!" Noseblower exclaimed as he watched his crew control the 

vessel's descent. "Someone's managed to fabricate a new landing pad from time storm 

leftovers. Land there. Land there." 



 

Noseblower had chosen his Helms-plug well. Reginald made straight for the new 

landing pad with the accuracy of a champion homing pigeon... 

 

Then he hit the reverse thrusters... 



 

...and settled the vast ship of space atop the pad, with a gentle hydraulic kiss... 

 

"Well done, Reginald." the captain said to his helms-plug. "I take back what I said 

about you on Worstworld: you are not a twit at all." 



The engines were still cooling when everyone watching through the view ports spotted 

an exterior door of the Museum of Future Technology shake with anticipation... 

 

A split second later it burst open, and an altered Anton Twerp led a flood of joyful time 

storm survivors as they raced across the futuristic surface of the recently renovated 

landing pad to greet the ship's compliment... 

 

Naturally the honour of being the first travellers to enter the Museum of Future 

Technology through the new gate fell to the Earplug Brothers... 



 

But, as the boys approached, and were preparing to have the momentous occasion 

recorded for prosperity, the door slammed shut in their collective face... 

 

"What's this?" Chester bellowed. "I've never been so insulted - not even that time when 

I was dragged out of a frozen pond, and my trousers fell down to reveal my puckered 

backside, and everyone pointed and laughed." 

Valentine tried to find a rational explanation. But he wasn’t very original, when he said: 

“Hey, man – maybe it was a gust of wind. Was it one of yours, Miles?” 



Benjamin Booger and Plopper O'Hooligan, who were accompanying their special 

visitors, were mortified. 

"We are so sorry." Plopper cried out above the 'harrumphing' and general hubbub 

caused by the slightly disturbed quintet. "We don't know how this could possibly have 

happened." 

"Worse still," Benjamin wailed, "there's no one left inside to open it again - and it 

doesn't have an outside door handle! Stupid design or what?" 

"Flipping heck, I'm angry." Rudi, the eldest Earplug Brother, growled. "When I 

discover who the culprit is, I'm gonna have Valentine shove the guy's teeth down his 

throat!" 

But little did Rudi realise that his threat of violence was emptier than the vacuum of 

space from which they had so recently arrived. Because, unknown to either Plopper or 

Benjamin (or anyone else for that matter), inside the Museum of Future Technology the 

robots from the future had taken possession of the Security Suite, and had locked all the 

doors from the inside… 

 

Their mission complete, the automatons laughed until they were cybernetically sick. 

"Stupid, puny earplugs." They roared in perfect monotone unison, "Now the Museum 

of Future Technology is ours. All ours. And will remain so until the end of…um…time! 

Ha-ha-ha!" 

The End (for now) 

The story will continue in ‘Liberation’. 
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